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Part II is based on a document by the Académie de Bordeaux.

I. Multiples and Divisors

Definition   1  . Let n  and m  be integers. m  is a multiple of n  if and only if there exists an integer k 
such that n=k n.  In this case, we also say that n  is a divisor of m.

For example, 63 is a multiple of 9 because 63=9×7.  (m=63; n=9; k=7)

 Problem   1  . 
1) List all the divisors of 28. Add all of them but 28. 
→ In number theory, a perfect number is a natural number that is equal to the sum  of its positive divisors excluding the number itself.
2) There exists only one perfect number which is less than 10. Can you find it?

 Problem   2  . 
A long time ago you learnt that a number is divisible by 9 if and only if the sum of its digits is divisible by 9.
Prove it in the case of a three digit number.

II. Prime numbers 

A. Understanding what a prime number is  

Definition    2  . A  prime  number (or  a  prime)  is  a  natural  number 
greater than 1 that has no positive divisors other than 1 and itself. A 
natural number greater than 1 that is not a prime number is called a 
composite number. 

For example, 5 is prime because only 1 and 5 evenly divide it, whereas 6 is 
composite because it has the divisors 2 and 3 in addition to 1 and 6.

Note : 1 is NOT prime.

Useful Words
● prime   /pra m/ɪ
● divisor  /d vaɪˈ ɪ zər/
● sieve /s v/ ɪ =crible
● composite /kəm p zˈ ɒ t/ɪ

Property   3  . Every natural number (equal to or greater than 2) has got at least one prime divisor.  

 Problem   3  .   Find the lowest prime divisor of the following numbers  : 12                 13               187                     17²  

B. Tests of primality: They tell you whether a given number is prime  

 Problem   4  .        Primality (first approach)
1) Is 4347 a prime number? Justify your answer.
2) Is 43 a prime number? Describe your method.  
    
 Problem   5  .   Eratosthenes’ sieve  / rˌɛ t səˈ ɒ niz   s v/θəˌ ɪ

The aim of the exercise is to present and to apply a method to find all the prime numbers lower than 100  without any calculator.  
Here’s a table of the natural numbers which are lower than 100.  

      1          2           3           4         5           6          7           8          9         10  
   11         12        13         14        15         16        17         18        19         20  
   21         22        23         24        25         26        27         28        29         30  
   31         32        33         34        35         36        37         38        39         40  
   41         42        43         44        45         46        47         48        49         50  
   51         52        53         54        55         56        57         58        59         60  
   61         62        63         64        65         66        67         68        69         70  
   71         72        73         74        75         76        77         78        79         80  
   81         82        83         84        85         86        87         88        89         90  
   91         92        93         94        95         96        97         98        99        100  
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1) We want to keep the prime numbers, and to eliminate the numbers which are not prime. What’s the first 
eliminated number?.................................................................................  

2) a) Is two a prime number? …………………………………………………………… ….  
    b) What are the multiples of two? …………………………………………………… …….  
    c) Why must they be crossed out? ……………………………………………………… …………  

3) Repeat the operation with the next prime numbers: 3 and its multiples, 5 and 7.  

If we go on, the last prime number used in the algorithm is 11. Its multiples have already been eliminated  because  
11 × 2, 11 × 3, 11 × 5… have already been crossed out as multiples of 2, 3, 5…and 11 × 11 > 100 !  
It will be the same for the following numbers:  13 × 2, 13 × 3, 13 × 5… have already been crossed out! So all the  
remaining numbers are prime and we can stop there the algorithm.  

→ This algorithm is called the “Sieve of Eratosthenes” [Crible d'Ératosthène].

 Problem   6  .     Eratosthenes   
1) When and where did Eratosthenes live?
2) Which discipline did he create?
3) What are is main achievements?

 Once you are done, you may take a look at : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes to see the sieve 
of Eratosthenes in action!

III. The Fundamental theorem of Arithmetic

 What is it?  http://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/fundamental-theorem-arithmetic.html 

 Problem   7  .  How to use a tree to find prime factors.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/maths/number/primefactorshirev1.shtml 

IV. Highest Common Factor (HCF) and Lowest Common Multiple (LCM)

 Problem   8  .   http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/maths/number/primefactorshirev1.shtml 

 Problem    9  .  Capucine and Kelly go shopping for new mobile phones. Capucine gets a contract that lasts 25 
months.  Kelly gets a 10 month contract.   They want to keep renewing their contracts until  they can shop for  
mobiles together again.  How long will this take?  

 Problem   10  .  Fun with HCF, LCM a pentagon and and on hexagon. See below.

 Problem   11  .  Anna wants to buy her sisters Raphaelle and Celia some sweets. The sweets Celia likes come in 
bags of 18, but Raphaelle’s favourite sweets come in bags of 27. Anna wants to buy an equal amount of sweets for  
both her sisters, so has to buy different quantities of each packet.  How many sweets will Raphaelle and Celia get  
each?  How many bags of sweets will Anna buy in total?
  
 Problem   12  .  Marie-Absa and Mariama want to earn some more pocket money, so they decide to do jobs around  
the house.  Marie-Absa vacuums the carpets for 70p a time, and Mariama mows the lawn for £1.30 a time.  If they  
do a different number of jobs each, they can end up with the same amount of money.  What is the minimum number  
of jobs Marie-Absa and Mariama will each have to do in order to end up with the same amount of money?  How 
much money will this be?  
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Fun with HCF, LCM, a pentagon and on hexagon
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Source: Rochester Institute of Technology, NY, USA. http://www.rit.edu/~w-asc/documents/services/resources/handouts/DM
%20-%206%20Euclidean%20Algorithm.pdf 
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Teacher's corner
♠ Solution to problem   11  .

♠     Solutions for “The Euclidean Algorithm” problems  .
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lesson plans for Arithmetics 

  Intro: (Doc: Sujet bac 2012-04: The amazing number 6174) 
 Intro:(Doc: Sujet bac 2012 :Division by 0)  
  Intro:(Doc: Numberphile , 3 is everywhere) 
  Prime numbers including Erathostenes' sieve(Doc: Prime numbers, Ac Bordeaux)
  You  may  take  a  look  at  :  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes to  see  the  sieve  of 

Eratosthenes in action!
  Why 1 not a prime number + Fundamental Thm of Arithmetic, (Doc: Numberphile, 1 not a prime number + Questions 

LHG).
  Fundamental  Thm  of  Arithmetic http://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/fundamental-theorem-

arithmetic.html (déja vu dans la video “Why 1 not a prime”, mais pour l'avoir sous forme écrite)
 Bitesize GCSE : Find the prime factors using a tree
     http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/maths/number/primefactorsrev1.shtml 
  Fun  with  HCF  and  LCM,  create  word  from  pentagon  and  hexagon  and  guess  the  hidden  word 

http://www.teachitmaths.co.uk/?resource=21451 
  The  Euclidean  Algorithm http://www.rit.edu/~w-asc/documents/services/resources/handouts/DM%20-

%206%20Euclidean%20Algorithm.pdf 
  There is an infinite number of primes(Doc: Numberphile , infinite primes+ questions LHG)
 ? Cryptography (Doc: Plying spy Emilangue) 
 ? Sujets de bac (Doc: Sujets ????)
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